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doses of carbon mopoxide than others, and these are the persons who suffer 
from headaehes after travelling in badly ventilated 'buses and saloon cars. 

Our enterprising Morris in his new cars colle,cts fumes ftom the crauk 
case and prevents them from entering the body of 'the car, showing that 
the danger is not only apparent, hut real. This is a, step in the right 
direction, but ventilate the car in addition. 

Most of ,us Qave experienced how frequently moisture from the breath 
of the occupants of a saloon car collects on the interior of the windows and 
makes visibility for driving difficult, especially on a cold, rainy day, and 
one has to be continually wiping off the moisture from the glass ,screen to 
see to drive. Efficient ventilation does away with this difficulty, as is seen 
when the windows are again opened. 
, Both in the services and in civil life it is of ,the first importance to 

ventilate and warm our ambulances. Accident cases require warmth to 
combat shock, and the ordinary cases of sickness usually come from a 
warmed room and dread "catching cold" in the ambulance on their way 
to the hospital.' Usually all windows and openings are tightly closed, 
sacrificing ventilation to gain warmth. 

This box ventilator is especially designed to meet the need of warming 
and ventilating our ,ambulances in the Services. 

The same apparatus maybe applied to the tops of chimneys, provided 
a wind vane is placed on the top of the box ventilator to ensure that the 
wide end of the funnel always faces the wind, and an arrangement is made 
whereby the whole apparatus may circle round on the top of the chimney 
opening. In this case the circular opening in the floor of the box 
corresponds in size to, and fits over, the top of the chimney opening. 
During windy weather this apparatus ensures a strong extraction of the 
smoke, and assists in the ventilation of the room below. The dimensions 
of the apparatus of course require to be about double those described above. 

MEDICAL HISTORY SHEETS. 

A SUGGESTION, FOR FURTHER CO-OPERATION IN THE STATE MEDICAL 
SERVICES, WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE CIVIL POPU[,ATION 
AND THE COMBATANl' AND OTHER FORCES. 

By F. S. HILL, 

Late Staff· Sergeant, Roya.l Army Medical Corps. 

ALTHOUGH the various branches of thePublicMedical Servicesdeveloped 
rapidly during the latter part of the last century, little attempt has been' 
made to co-ordinate those sections that deal with civilians and with com
batants. For example, the "Medical History" of a recruit begins with 
his examination on enlistment, and terminates upon his leaving or being 
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"boarded out" of the Service. But no' organization exists whereby his 
"history," prior to enlistment, is rendered available, nor is his medicai 
record available for any authority or insurance subsequent to his resigna
tion from the Service ; although it is fairly obvious that all these periods 
might, with advantage; be linked together. " . 

What is true of such lack of co-operation when the middle period con
cerns a combatant (or ancillary) force such as the Army, isequa]ly true 
of:the Police Force, or, for that matter, when any section of the activities 
of the State or any Municipality is concerned~the principle involved being 
the same, namely, continuity of medical records. .' . 

In view of the eniistment of many women as W.A.A.C.s, W.R.E:N.s, 
W.R.A.F.s, and nurses in the Services, etc., some such scheme could equally 
be formulated for them. 

The first record which is kept by officers of local authorities relating 
to the health of individuals, is under the Materuity and Child Welfare Act, 
1918; and though principally medical in nature, it coritaiI;ts other informa: 
tion, some of which is of sufficient importance to justify its retention; 
With the re· organization of the work of local authorities consequent upon 
the passing of the Local Government Act, 1929, doubtless in' those few 
districts where this practice has not been instituted, these records will in 
future be passed on to the education section when the child enters school, 
and be augmented by the School Medical Service iu the case of elementary 
schools. In the case of those children so happily placed that no advantage 
need bidaken of facilities under the Act their medical history will probably 
commence with their entry into one of the public schools; but for the 
major portion of the community the School Medical Service now prepares 
a dossier for every child, which contains a coniplete record of its medical 
history, results of -medical inspections or special examinations, treat~ent 
given at special clinics, operations performed, transference to special schools 
such as open-air, mentally or physically defect,ive, and so on. In very many 
cases by the time the child leaves' school, a valuable clinical record has been 
compiled, and it is unfortunate that no further use is made of this in con
nection with the child's subsequent life .. When the child leaves school the 
dossier is fi1edawayfor a· certain :period of time, but is not passed on to 
any other authority. 

So far as the combatant and allied Services are concerned, in times of 
peace it should be possible for so.me system to operate whereby recruits 
could be tentati~ely accept~d,pending the receipt of these dossiers, or 
confidential extracts from them. While' such information was being 
obtained, inquiries couldcpe iU1>tituted into the personal character of the 
'recruits~this is; esp~cially ~e8irable, dor ~xample, in tbe case of tbePolice 
Forc~. Inctimes:or8tl1lss,~wh~n,:re9ru~ts arebSling enlisted at a very rapid 
rate, such ~n.lishnepts :IUigh~:be 'Ipade;with' thE!, proviso. that defects not 
revealed or ascert&in&bleattpe medical.examination. but discovered from 
earlier rec~rds; should, if the ~ircu~stances justified such a course, be 
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taken into consideration if the person concerned was found on discharge 
to be in some degree unfit and claimed a disability pension. 

In order to make aQY such system rea~()Ilably complete, it would be 
necessary for some method to be inaugurated whereby a person's" Papers" 
would be called for whenever certain medical treatment was accorded in 
civil life, and returned to a recognized "Records Authority" upon com
pletion of such treatment. Thus, for example, should the Army ask for 
the medical papers of a would-be recruit who, since leaving school,' had 
received treatment at a tuberculosis dispensary or county ~anatorium, the 
fact tbat these latter institutions had on his admission obtained the man's 
" Papers" from the school authority and had forwarded them to the 
Medical Officer. of Health of the district to which the patient was dis
charged when treatment was completed, would prevent incomplete records 
being supplied to the Army Medical Authorities. In passing, it may be 
observed that the previous history of youths undergoing training at Bor~tal 
institutions would be of great value to the medical staff. For example, the 
knowledge that such a person had in earlier years suffered from encephalitis 
lethargica would be of great value to a medical officer in charge of such 
an institution. 

Pursuing this principle, it should be possible for the examining medical 
officer of a Government department or local authority, before passing as 
fit for employment under their authority and admittance into a superannua
tion or provident scheme, to obtain, in the case of ex~Service men, from 
the Army a confidential statement of such a person's "medical history," 
or in other cases from the appropriate officer of another authority the 
record of the applicant's health, etc., in previous years. 

The benefits of some such arrangements are clear, and they would 
prevent anomalous conditions' arisilig. The great value to a medical officer 
of a soldier's medical history sheet and case papers, when the man is 
admitted to hospital, demonstrates the benefit that would be derived from 
a more complete record; heart trouble would be appreciated in its connec
tion with rheumatic fever in childhood, affections of the respiratory organs 
could be considered in relation to attendariceat a tuberculosis dispensary 
in earlier years as It 11 contact" of a consumptive relation, and so on. 

The whole question affects many aspectsof the organization of society, 
the civilian and the combatant, the child and the criminal, the driver of an 
armoured car and the driver of a fire engine; for all sorts and conditions 
of men are more and more coming under medical supervision, and the 
tendency for medical fitness to be It sine qua non of employment renders 
it desirable that some attempt should be made at further correlation of the 
results of medical examination and treatment, in order that when a medical 
officer serving the State, ,either nationally or locally, is called upon to give 
an opinion as to a person's mental or physical fitness, he shall be in possession 
of all available previous medical knowledge concerning the individual. . 
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